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1: GIA Publications - First Steps in Music: The Lectures (5 DVDs)
Hi Steemitarians, Its been a very interesting and productive first week on Steemit and i have had a great response by
audio-nrg First Steps to recording Your Music Pt 5 - Summary â€” Steemit Sign in.

Purchase streaming version of these videos This remarkable DVD set captures the ideas and spirit of one of
the most dynamic music educators of our time, John M. In each DVD, Dr. Feierabend presents a compelling
vision for the importance of music and music education in our lives, starting from infancy. They are essential
viewing for anyone interested in providing a well-rounded education for our children and want to make sure
music remains an essential part of our lives. Who Is a Musical Person? Serving as an introduction to the DVD
series, this lively lecture shares the idea that all people can become tuneful beatful and artful. Endangered
Musical Minds Here is a critical discussion of how the musical mind develops from prenatal through
elementary school. The ability to perceive music can atrophe if neglected. Music for Infants and Toddlers
Teddy bear in hand, Dr. Feierabend shares the rich repertoire of infant and toddler folk songs and rhymes that
he has collected over the past 30 years. Bounces, wiggles, tapping, clapping and lullabies are demonstrated
that can form the basis for enhancing the music growth of infants and toddlers. In addition, simple songs and
simple circles are shown that serve as a bridge to older childrens activities. Information on how to develop
sequential lessons and set up classes for parents and children provides the audience with practical
considerations that will enhance teaching and organizational success. Vocal Development in Preschool and
Beyond Here are practical and fun ideas on how to connect the voice to musical perception from age 3 on.
Vocal warm-ups, echo songs and simple songs serve as the basis for early singing success and good vocal
habits. Creativity is encouraged through spontaneous songs from the children as shown in several video clips
fo four year olds. Songs for listening development and the development of expressive sensitivity are also
demonstrated. These activities serve to help develop the music mind through age seven but are useful for
developing vocal skills at any age. Movement Development in Preschool and Beyond Understanding music
through movement activities are discussed and demonstrated in this very active lecture. Movement warm-ups,
based on the work of Rudolph Laban, are discussed as a means to lead children to explore creative movement.
Musical form and expression are explored through finger plays, action songs, circle games and guided
movement with classical music. Beat motions and meter sensitivities are developed through sequential
activities including stationary and traveling beat keeping games. The lecture series concludes with guidance on
creating vibrant lessons for ultimate musical development in children from preschool through the elementary
years. Feierabend is considered one of the leading authorities on music and movement development in early
childhood. Feierabend makes frequent presentations both in the United States and abroad and is the author of
more than 60 books, articles, CDs, and DVDs.
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2: Recording of the International Peace Day Event with First Steps of Peace.
The first step is creating some kind of guide for the other instruments to follow along with. Most people use a simple
click/metronome to set a tempo. But since not all musicians can follow clicks, you could also use a pre-recorded drum
loop instead.

The Accounting Process The Accounting Cycle The accounting process is a series of activities that begins
with a transaction and ends with the closing of the books. Because this process is repeated each reporting
period, it is referred to as the accounting cycle and includes these major steps: Identify the transaction or other
recognizable event. Analyze and classify the transaction. This step involves quantifying the transaction in
monetary terms e. Record the transaction by making entries in the appropriate journal, such as the sales
journal, purchase journal, cash receipt or disbursement journal, or the general journal. Such entries are made in
chronological order. Post general journal entries to the ledger accounts. The following steps are performed at
the end of the accounting period: Prepare the trial balance to make sure that debits equal credits. The trial
balance is a listing of all of the ledger accounts, with debits in the left column and credits in the right column.
At this point no adjusting entries have been made. The actual sum of each column is not meaningful; what is
important is that the sums be equal. Note that while out-of-balance columns indicate a recording error,
balanced columns do not guarantee that there are no errors. For example, not recording a transaction or
recording it in the wrong account would not cause an imbalance. Correct any discrepancies in the trial balance.
If the columns are not in balance, look for math errors, posting errors, and recording errors. Prepare adjusting
entries to record accrued, deferred, and estimated amounts. Post adjusting entries to the ledger accounts.
Prepare the adjusted trial balance. This step is similar to the preparation of the unadjusted trial balance, but
this time the adjusting entries are included. Correct any errors that may be found. Statement of retained
earnings: Prepare closing journal entries that close temporary accounts such as revenues, expenses, gains, and
losses. These accounts are closed to a temporary income summary account, from which the balance is
transferred to the retained earnings account capital. Any dividend or withdrawal accounts also are closed to
capital. Post closing entries to the ledger accounts. Prepare the after-closing trial balance to make sure that
debits equal credits. At this point, only the permanent accounts appear since the temporary ones have been
closed. Prepare reversing journal entries optional. Reversing journal entries often are used when there has been
an accrual or deferral that was recorded as an adjusting entry on the last day of the accounting period. By
reversing the adjusting entry, one avoids double counting the amount when the transaction occurs in the next
period. A reversing journal entry is recorded on the first day of the new period. Instead of preparing the
financial statements before the closing journal entries, it is possible to prepare them afterwards, using a
temporary income summary account to collect the balances of the temporary ledger accounts revenues,
expenses, gains, losses, etc. The temporary income summary account then would be closed when preparing the
financial statements.
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3: Record Keeping and the Accounting Process â€“ Money Instructor
Recording of the International Peace Day Event with First Steps of Peace. September 24, / 0 Comments What a lovely
variety of experiences we had with the horses, of finding peace within OURSELVES in a connection to others.

As perhaps the first or at least on of the few audio engineers on steemit at the moment, please share these
blogs with your friends who want to know some recording tricks. I would Like to thank everyone who has
supported me on my arrival and thank you for your feedback and taking the time to read my blogs. Please
always upvote pr promote my blogs if you feel you or others have or can gain from any information in these
blogs as audio can be tough to work with at times. Today im doing a summary of what has been covered in
this series and coming up soon i will be adding more content including some video demonstrations on
recording from pt 4, micing instruments and mic set up, and will show you how the different recording
formations sound, that will be tomorrow if time allows. You can also check out my website Link is in my
headline steemit page www. This is software that allows you to record music and live recording projects
through your compouter as a home recording studio. We will look more into how to plugins in some later parts
of the series. Next we looked at tools called Sound cards or Audio interfaces. This is hardware that allows
does a few very important yet amazing things. Audio interfaces allow your instrument or vocal recordings, or
even Midi instruments to be captured and recorded and then converted into the proper format for a computer
to read as information, and then sent out of your computer to your speakers so you can live record and hear the
playback of your music in real time without latency. The music you record into your interface is converted
into very small samples for the computer to read. The sound passes through your audio interface pre-amps,
these are different based on the brand and manufacturer, but help your audio retain the quality possible where
possible and depends on your computer to translate the information, but an audio interface helps to to do this
with greater speed and convenience. We have also looked at some of the tools of the trade, the most important
being Microphones. As we saw in part three there are many many types of microphones to choose from but
they can be reduced into 3 main sections, these are Dynamic mics, Condenser Mics and Ribbon Mics. Each
type has benefits and drawbacks and a careful selection should be made based on your recording environment,
style, needs and performance type. Each different mic type capture the acoustic sound wave you create from
your voice or instrument the voice is actually an instrument but i just keep the ideas separate for clarity. For
instance, the dynamic mic requires a diaphragm inside a magnetic field to move from the exposure to sonic
vibration or sound-waves and the acoustic pressure of those sound waves will determine the variations in level
when received by the microphone and sent to the audio interace and then to the computer. In other-words, if
you scream into a dynamic mic, its diaphragm will move fast and violently inside the magnetic field and make
your audio wave you record, very broad and large, for instance. IN part 4 we looked at a few ways of setting
up your microphones, specifically for stereo spatial recording techniques. The purpose of these set ups was
specific in getting a desired sound outcome compared to using a regular microphone into one input. Stereo
recording aims at capturing a broader sound field from the environment the music is being created in, or in
other words, it is about capturing and recreating the spatial effect and influence of the recording environment
providing a greater experience of fullness for the listener. While not all mic set ups were discussed, the
following stereo field designs included: One other little aspect we covered was the use of some important little
gadgets when you need to record. The first was the stereo bar. This tool allows you to mount two two mics on
your mic stand for a stereo mic set up. You also need some proper mic clips and the internal 2 size screw in
fitt-ins that are usually part of these packages. Other important devices you should consider is a DI Box, XLR
cables for a good balanced signal between your instrument, the DI box and the Audio,interface, comfortable
chairs to sit in while you record and mix your work and other VST plug in suites that you can use to help
support your recordings such as Drum programs, basses and so on. So hopefully this Summary has been useful
for you to refresh the last number of tutorials and the information in them and have a nice flow of how you can
prepare your work area for your first recording project. The next few parts in the series will include sound
samples, setting up your DAW for audio and running your Audio Interface in your DAW to receive audio and
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more. So get ready for the next exciting episodes, please share these with others and upvote or promote these
blogs!
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4: Accounting Cycle
Recording; First Steps in Music: The Lectures (5 DVDs) First Steps in Music: The Lectures (5 DVDs) by John M.
Feierabend. the First Steps in Music series. They.

Music Production Can an artist or band record at home and have a hit? It may be an obvious answer these days
with artists like Drake and Avicii working out of hotels and bedrooms and still having massive hits. If you are
producing yourself, I recommend producing in phases or steps as if you had a full team behind you. Step 1 The song writing Get a great melody or hook and all of your basic musical ideas down. Make an effort to have
interesting lyrical ideas. Step 2 - The arrangement Organize the sections of your song, intro, verse, chorus etc.
Build out your songs with genre appropriate backing track ideas. Use different instrumentation to make your
track more interesting throughout the different sections. Virtual instruments and synths are great for those of
us on a budget. If you play live instruments use a decent mic and audio interface, or a recording studio! Step 3
- The vocal Although technically part of the arrangement, vocals should get their own step because of their
importance to the track. Spend time on your vocal production. Be sure to have a solid consistent lead vocal
throughout the track. Every line of your newly interesting lyrics are important. Again, use a decent mic
condenser in a quiet acoustically treated blankets count environment, and audio interface. If you have no
access to all of the above, check out your local recording studio to lay down your vocals. When I first started
mixing I thought all of my mixes were awesome until I played them in my car or on another system. Mixing
well just takes experience and time. If not, saving the final fixes for an overpriced mastering engineer could
result in a train wreck. Step 5 - Mastering With so many mastering tools available, getting a decent master at
home is now possible. There are many great metering tools, limiters etc. Still, I caution the DIY method for
anyone who is having problems with the bass not hitting hard enough or too much muddiness in their synths
or guitars. Using great plugins may clear some of that up, but you are damaging the overall sonic integrity of
your song. In conclusion, these are just my opinions and beliefs formed from my personal experience and
knowledge. Please do what works best to you. I hope these tips help you in your productions. Best wishes to
all of you. My regards, Jacob Aaron Miller by dj shark thank dud!!! You caution against over-paying a mix
engineer. How much should I expect to pay for a good mix? Comment on this article.
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5: Creating an Effective Records Management Program | Record Nations
Day 1: Digital Audio and Home Recording In this first lesson, you will be introduced to the most basic of concepts of
what digital recording is, together with a very basic overview of what steps are involved.

Take this test to learn how to get a lot more serious and loyal fans. Record labels, managers, and successful
bands are looking for artists who think in terms of mutual benefit. You must think in this way before any
company in the music industry will want to work with you and invest their money and resources into your
music career. To become a successful business partner of any record company, you must first grab their
attention. This quick test tells you what things you need to acquire to get record companies interested in you.
You and the record company add value to each other to reach your respective goals. Record company gets a
portion of your growing music career income in exchange for taking the risk of investing in you. Do not feel
like you are entitled to receive money or opportunities simply because you are talented. This video shows how
adding value ensures success in your music career: Make it easy for the record company to work with you.
You do this by learning as much as possible about how the music industry works before you seek a record
deal. How These Mindsets Help You: When you get training on how the music business works, you show
initiative, commitment and a strong mindset. These attitudes set you apart from thousands of other musicians
who compete with you for a record deal. You also help reduce the risk record companies have to take by
agreeing to work with you. Imagine that your band was put on tour by a record label, but the management
believes that your band does not know how to conduct yourselves on and off stage. They will require you to
be coached in these areas. This is very common for new and inexperienced bands. Rehearsals take an
additional week at the rate of thousands of dollars per day. Money spent on extra rehearsals is subtracted from
the rest of the budget allocated for your tour, record promotion and music career. That said, this extra money
must be paid back to the record label first before your band sees any profits from the tour OR your record.
You can easily get music business, career and mindset coaching before you work with a record company.
Then make this fact known to the record company when you contact them. You become a much more likely
candidate for a record deal. Adopting the success-focused mindsets helps you build the thriving music career
you want much faster and easier. This quick test tells you what things hold you back from massive success in
the music industry.
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6: Music Production The 4 Basic Steps to Recording a Song
Recording a song is no different if you ignore the early steps of creating a demo and rehearsing the song you will not
have built a solid foundation to work from when laying the basic tracks. Every subsequent overdub will then be
compromised, and fixing the recording will become an exercise like a dog chasing its tail.

History[ edit ] â€” New auditions were held on 7 May , this time with Watkins and Scott-Lee acting as
members of the judging panel, and in conjunction with the manufacturers, they selected Tozer,
Latchford-Evans and Richards as the remaining members. Though not typical of what became their style, it
was their first hit both in the UK and internationally. Despite only peaking at number 14, the single achieved
considerable longevity in the fast-paced singles climate of , racking up over four months on the UK chart. The
track remains one of the highest selling singles never to reach the top 10 on the UK Singles Chart. Its release
in Australia gave the group their first number one in Waterman and his new PWL production partners, Mark
Topham and Karl Twigg , reworked the "5,6,7,8" demo, introducing the prominent fiddle into the
arrangement. Waterman states, that whilst he was pleased with the final mix of "5,6,7,8", his co-producers
were less so. To the extent that on the single linear notes they did not take a credit. Although they were
credited on all subsequent releases, such as the " Step One " album. His intention was to try to recreate the
sound of ABBA and blend it with a more modern dance pop style. By August , Steps continued to build
momentum with their third single " One for Sorrow " which peaked at number 2, and began an unbroken chain
of 14 consecutive Top 5 hits on the UK singles chart. It was certified 5x Platinum following a run of 50 weeks
in the Top The next single release was a double A-side which provided Steps with their signature song and
biggest career seller. The single was a cover version of the Bee Gees " Tragedy " and an original track "
Heartbeat ". The single was released in November when it charted at number 2. Following enduring popularity
over the Christmas period, the single rebounded up the chart and became their first number one hit in January ,
seven weeks after it initially charted, a feat almost unheard of during the pre- and post-millennium era. The
single eventually sold over a million copies and occupied the chart for 30 weeks. Because of the continued
success of the previous single, the CD release was delayed by nearly two months. Nonetheless, Better Best
Forgotten could do no wrong and entered the chart at number 2 despite surrendering a midweek lead over the
official Comic Relief song by Boyzone. The single later peaked at number four. The group was also
nominated for Best Newcomer. This became known for its Steps Photostory, in which cut-out members of
Steps went on a variety of fun adventures. Count Me In can be viewed by visiting the British Library archive
where all issues are held. Once again they narrowly missed the number one spot following a last minute surge
by Ricky Martin. Baby One More Time Tour. A remixed version of "One for Sorrow" was included in the film
Drive Me Crazy and released as their debut American single. They were also successful in Europe and
Australasia. Steps returned home to release their second album, Steptacular , which was accompanied by "
After the Love Has Gone ". The album charted at number 1 and was eventually certified 4x Platinum, thus
becoming their second UK million selling album. The group subsequently released an album in North
America which was titled Step One and was an amalgamation of their first two albums. The concert itself
promoted the group and the sales of the album. The latter was a Latino-flavoured pop song, which later
appeared on their third album. The third album Buzz followed shortly and whilst it was less successful than
their first two albums, went on to achieve double platinum status and contains five UK Top 5 singles. The
group continuously denied this in their interviews. The single became their biggest in almost two years. It
would become their final single as a group until their reformation in In , following their Boxing Day split, the
group were heavily criticised by their fans. After the group spent much of strongly dismissing claims of a split,
fans were furious and accused the group of capitalising on the success of a host of merchandise released in the
lucrative pre-Christmas market. However, it has since come to light that both H and Claire left the group on
the last night of the Steps "Gold: Jive released a remix and b-side compilation in The Last Dance featured
previously released remixes, b-sides and rarities. The album did not fare well in the charts but charted at a
number 57 without any promotion. However, promotional copies were pressed and a video based upon their
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live Gold tour briefly aired on MTV. In , Lee Latchford-Evans revealed that the band had been approached to
perform a series of concerts. Richards also announced on 9 July , that a Steps reunion would be "silly", but she
would "never say never". The band would also release their Ultimate Collection, as well as potential new
material. Steps said in a interview with Digital Spy that they believed there was a gap in the market for their
brand of "happy pop". The girls then flew to Marbella to bond whilst the boys went to Wales. The fourth
episode showed Steps discussing the possible future of the band. They also announced that they had reformed
as a band full term. They then announced they had added an additional 6 performances and removed 2 from
the tour bringing the total number to 18 dates, [11] they have also announced a new date at the Summer
Saturdays at Newmarket Racecourse on 25 August They also appeared on Alan Carr: In November , Steps
talked about their Christmas tour in an interview and hoped that there will be some more music and tours to
come in Light Up the World and hiatus[ edit ] It was announced that the group would release their own
fragrance called Guilty Pleasure in a disco-ball styled bottle. It was put out to stores on 1 November They
also brought out an official calendar for It was released on 15 October Their new single "Light Up the
World" aired for the very first time. They announced that it would be released on 22 October Following their
sell-out arena tour, the group went on to perform a number of summer shows and public appearances. At the
end of June, Tozer confirmed on Twitter that there would be more from the group after their summer shows.
In August, H posted a picture on Twitter confirming the group were in the studio recording. In September, it
was confirmed that a new album, titled Light Up the World would be released by the end of the year,
consisting of Christmas songs. On 12 November , Steps released their fourth studio album titled Light Up the
World , which consisted of Christmas songs. The lead single from the album, "Light Up the World" was
released on 22 October The group also embarked on a six-date Christmas tour entitled Christmas with Steps
in November through to December In an interview with Digital Spy , H also confirmed that he would like
Rylan Clark to be a support act on their next tour. Tozer appeared on Loose Women in February and when
asked about the future of the band she commented saying that they would be soon getting together for a
meeting and discussing what to do next. In March , H announced on Twitter that he and the rest of Steps were
having a meeting. In May , it was announced that Steps were going to be taking a break due to heavily touring
last year, confirming on several occasions, after some speculation, that they have not split up. During this
hiatus they are each pursuing solo projects. Claire has her own fashion range for Fashion World, which she
also models. In January , Claire announced on Twitter that she had begun work on her first studio album. A
new compilation entitled 5,6,7,8: The Collection was released on 27 November through Music Club Deluxe
containing most of the singles with some B-sides and remixes. This is a budget release CD which has no
official connection to Steps or any previous management or record company but a selection of tracks licensed
to Music Club Deluxe for release. The album is available on CD and via download. On 1 April , a three-disc
compilation entitled Stomp All Night: Tears on the Dancefloor and sixth studio album[ edit ] The group
officially confirmed on 1 January , that they were ending their five-year break following their reunion tour and
Christmas album. Crying at the Disco , was released on 27 October. It was revealed on the next show who
would go through to the final. Two series were aired, presented by H and Claire, although the group performed
one of its classics at the end of each show. The show featured a young Danny Jones in a band called Y2K in
which he played guitar with his sister and their friend, and the eventual winner was a female solo singer called
Jenny-Lynn Smith. Following the huge success of the first series, a second series followed the group on their
first arena tour in over ten years, airing in Both series were aired on Sky Living.
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7: The Music Production Process
Day 5 -- Have your first team meeting and use these steps to manage the meeting. Start on time. You are the one who
set the meeting and created the agenda. 5. Day 5 -- Have your first team.

Mastering Each step is critical and has a specific purpose in the music production process. Skipping steps or
combining steps usually results in a less than desirable result. There is a myth that skipping steps in the
process outlined here will somehow save time and money. The fact is that if you skip any of the steps outlined
above, the process will take far longer and create far more work in the long run. If you were building a house
and paid little attention to the foundation and all your attention to the part of the house that you see, eventually
you will start to have problems. To then go back and deal with the foundation properly will become
extraordinarily more difficult and time consuming. Recording a song is no different if you ignore the early
steps of creating a demo and rehearsing the song you will not have built a solid foundation to work from when
laying the basic tracks. Every subsequent overdub will then be compromised, and fixing the recording will
become an exercise like a dog chasing its tail. There is an old joke in the recording industry that revolves
around this idea of working too quickly to get things done. When anything in a music production is not
addressed and completed fully, there is a residual effect on the rest of the production that brings the production
as a whole down. As soon as you start piling issues on top of issues, you are doomed. When these issues are
left to be dealt with later, it will take hours of time to get back into the intricacies of the performance, enter the
same mindset and make good decisions about how to correct the problems. Often these issues are better
addressed by spending an extra five minutes to just do a better take, or taking the time to finish your comps or
edits before moving on to the next task. To complete the story here, when issues in the tracking session are not
dealt with properly, the saying is: When the overdubs fail to correct the issues of the tracking session: The
bottom line here is that any compromise in the production process is one that will leave the overall product in
a state that is less than its potential. For thousands of years music has been a live art form. It was an expression
of ideas, feelings, insights and emotion that when well presented, leave the listener in a transformed state.
Relatively, the art of capturing that art in physical form has been going on for a very short period of time and
the technology is changing faster than the artist can keep up with. As soon as one loses sight of this
fundamental truth, the technology takes over the production process and what you are left with is something
that may look shiny and powerful on the surface, but is really hollow and lifeless and soon forgotten.
Whatever jump starts the process, a song is written. It is inspiring and full of emotion and promise to the
songwriter. Because the songwriter wrote the song, it makes perfect sense to them, but not necessarily to
anyone else. The music production process has then begun It is in this spirit that I present to you a tried and
true music production process that keeps the bigger picture in mind while attempting to make use of all the
incredibly valuable tools that have been provided to us. Any tool misused, will create a bad product. The same
tool used for the right reasons and with respect to the best interests of the song can be incredible. The
following articles will break down each step in music production process while keeping this larger vision in
mind.
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8: The 9 Home Recording Studio Essentials for Beginners
How To Create An Effective Records Management Program in 8 Steps Making sure that your company records are
maintained and stored properly is a project that could be the most important day-to-day work for your business.

It is critical to ensure that you are retaining and shredding the right documents at the right time, all handled by
an employee with sufficient knowledge to do so. Although there are intermediary steps like offsite document
storage that can increase workflow and productivity, developing and maintaining a complete records
management program will have a size-able impact for your company. With the right program in place, your
company will have a road-map that tracks and files all your records leading to a more efficient work
environment. You have to consider the size of your office, the laws and regulations that your company has to
follow, and the type of management system that makes sense for how you interact with your data. Here are the
8 steps that we believe are the mainstays of a solid records management program. Complete inventory of all
records Before you put a new process in place, you should understand the scope of your project. By doing a
complete inventory of all the records you want to manage, you will be able to implement processes that
coincide with your business and your data management needs of your team. Determine who is going to
manage the process and records Once you have determined the way you want to manage your records, you
need to determine two things: Who is going to manage each step of the process? What steps of the process
need to be managed? A records retention program provides for the review, retention and destruction of records
received or created in the course of regular business activities. This outlined schedule will help eliminate the
risk of older documents causing legal problems and will cut costs by reducing storage needs of old and
unneeded documents. All their documents are scanned and indexed, making them easier to manage and find.
Other companies prefer to utilize a hard-copy storage system through a records management company and
secure off-site records storage to manage their papers. This allows them to have access to their documents any
time they need them, and still maintain hard-copy records for legal or regulatory purposes. Create and
document proper procedures By creating a thorough procedure for your new records management plan, you
can verify that the proper steps are taken in the future and can distribute this knowledge throughout the
workplace. Keeping everyone on the same page with their records management eliminates any mistakes that
can lead to inefficiency or loss of data. Create a disaster recovery plan Accidents and natural disasters happen
so make sure you have a disaster recovery plan in place to help eliminate any issues in case of a natural
disaster, fire, or flood. A solid backup plan will give you the peace of mind in knowing your data is
recoverable in the case of any emergencies. Training and implementation Training your employees after
implementation of your new records management plan is the next step. By selecting the right team and
ensuring you have well-defined processes and procedures, your records management will be a success.
Maintaining a regular process update and audit procedure will ensure that you correct any problems as quickly
as possible. Within minutes of receiving your request we will contact you.
9: How to Become a Recording Artist (with Pictures) - wikiHow
The journalizing and posting process are the first two steps of the entire accounting cycle. The remaining two steps are
to take the account balances in the ledger and prepare a Trial Balance and then use those account balances to prepare
the financial statements.
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